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Automann adds Binotto Hydraulic & Tipping Solutions

In a strategic move towards elevating truck hydraulics and tipping solutions, Binotto , a renowned brand 
synonymous with:  quality, dependability , and innovation, has forged a powerful partnership with Automann. 

With over 80 years of operational excellence in Italy, Binotto stands as the global leader in hydraulic tipping 
solutions for on-highway trucks and trailers, extending its reach to over 150 countries.

Binotto is recognized for its exceptional front-end telescopic cylinders and offers a comprehensive hydraulic 
system, encompassing PTOs, pumps, reservoirs, and valves. The brand’s commitment to manufacturing 
excellence is underscored by continuous research and implementation, maintaining the highest international 
quality standards (ISO 9001). Binotto’s rigorous quality control processes guarantee superior products and 
performance, minimizing downtime and ensuring the seamless operation of trucks.

In a bold move towards strengthening its foothold in the US market, Binotto USA has formed our a strategic 
alliance with Automann, because Automann is a steadfast master distributor with several OE manufactuers. 

Automann will carry Binotto’s full line of domestic hydraulic components, all meticulously manufactured in 
state-of-the-art facilities across Europe. With the evolving landscape of the truck market, Binotto USA is poised 
at the forefront, introducing European-style rear mount PTOs currently used in the US market. Notably, the 
BT8, the sole European-made 8-Bolt PTO on the market, was developed over five years ago upon Binotto’s 
entry into the US market.

Recognizing the rapidly changing demands of the sector, Automann and Binotto USA pledge to provide the 
convenience and peace of mind crucial for both customers and end-users. All images, related parts and 
interchanges are loaded on Automann.com

Please contact your regional sales person or customer service for additional information.

About Automann

Family-owned and customer-driven since 1994, Automann has become a leader for global distribution of 
heavy-duty truck and trailer parts. Automann offers an ever-expanding catalog of over 40,000 parts across 
18 product categories. The company’s product portfolio includes both Automann-branded products and 
a growing collection of leading brand names. With six strategically located distribution centers across 
North America, Automann collaborates with an extensive distributor network to provide garages, fleets, 
and end-users with quality replacement parts promptly and at exceptional value. To learn more, please 
visit www.automann.com.

For more information, contact Brice Link, Automann USA, National Marketing Manager, blink@automann.com


